NEWS, INFORMATION, TOURNAMENTS AND REPORTS

RECOGNITION OF THE ICCA JOURNAL

The Editors are pleased to announce that the ICCA Journal has been selected by the Institute for Scientific Information \(^R\) (ISI) for inclusion in CompuMath Citation Index \(^R\) (CMCI \(^R\), Automatic Subject Citation Alert \(^R\) (ASCA \(^R\)) and SCISEARCH \(^R\), ISI's on-line database; the Journal is also selected by the Information Company R.R. Bowker for inclusion in the International Serials Database, being the source for Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory and the DIALOG on-line service.

By inclusion in the CMCI \(^R\), the ICCA Journal is now one of 400 journals in mathematics, computer science, statistics, operation research, and related disciplines to be abstracted and/or indexed and/or available as tearsheets; in addition the Journal is now accessible in (on-line) database form.

Contributors may be encouraged by knowing that the Institute for Scientific Information also embraces a Citation Index service. They propose that their policy of concentrating on articles of serious scientific and computational interest was well-justified; the Editors propose to maintain their policy of insisting on a standard of excellence for all scientific contributions submitted.

A NEW EDITORIAL CHAIR

As of September 1, 1987, the Editor-in-Chief has been appointed a full professor at the University of Limburg, the Netherlands. The Associate Editors are sure readers will wish to join them in extending their congratulations. An effort has been made to keep the consequences for contributors and subscribers to a minimum. For the remainder of this calendar year, next to the familiar address

Delft University of Technology,
Department of Mathematics and Informatics,
Julianalaan 132 / Room 2.115,
2628 BL Delft,
The Netherlands,
UUCP ...!mcvax!dutinfd!vdh

the Editor-in-Chief’s new address:

University of Limburg,
Faculty of General Sciences,
Department of Computer Science,
Tongersestraat 53,
6211 LM Maastricht,
The Netherlands,

will be equally acceptable for all matters, though use of the latter coordinates may expedite responses somewhat. As of 1988, only the last-mentioned address will be valid, though every effort will be made to forward matters routed to Delft onto Maastricht. Please note that the UUCP address remains valid for the same period. New or substitute network addresses will be published in this Journal as and when they become available. We tender our apologies for any inconvenience caused. For the time being, banking and postal giro numbers remain as they were.